Gorilla Blocks

®

These extra large building blocks promote creativity, logic and reasoning skills, as well as
develop motor skills and hand-eye coordination. Blocks interlock securely and encourage
children to work and communicate together. Gorilla Blocks® foam evolved from automotive
safety applications and is extremely durable, non-toxic, weatherproof and recyclable. Each
set includes 66 pieces in assorted sizes and colors. The entire set weighs only 8 lbs., but each
individual block can hold up to 220 lbs. of weight.
Prod. No.

Description

AC00384
Gorilla Blocks
			
AC3437-02 Creativity Street ® Peel & Stick
		
Wiggle Eyes on a Sheet, Black
103026
Tru-Ray ® Construction Paper,
		
White
®

For more
information
on this product,
please visit our website:

www.creativitystreet.us

Prod. Size

Pkg. Qty.

3 ⁄2" x 3 ⁄2"
31⁄2" x 10 3 ⁄4"
Assorted

66 Count

$201.99

60 Count

$4.19

9" x 12"

50 Sheets

$3.09

1

1

Try creating this
fun dinosaur
and robot with
the instructions
on the back!

Sugg. Retail

Dinosaur
1

Create the legs using:
-two 3-peg blocks
-eight 1-peg blocks
-four 2-peg blocks

3

Create the tail using:
-four 2-peg blocks
-five 1-peg blocks

Create the body using:
-Orange

2

		
		

-two 3-peg blocks
-two 2-peg blocks
-two 1-peg blocks

4

-Blue
		-two 3-peg blocks
		
		

-two 2-peg blocks
-two 1-peg blocks

-four 2-peg blocks
-one 3-peg block

Optional: Add wiggle
eyes and construction
paper teeth and your
dinosaur is complete!

-Yellow
		
		
		

Create the neck and
head using:

-two 3-peg blocks
-two 2-peg blocks
-four 1-peg blocks

Robot
1

Create the legs using:
-two 3-peg blocks
-six 1-peg blocks

4

Create the head using:
-one 3-peg block
-two 2-peg blocks
-three 1-peg blocks

2
Create the lower body using:
-two 3-peg blocks
-one 1-peg block
-one 2-peg block

3

Create the arms and
upper body using:
-five 3-peg blocks
-four 2-peg blocks
-two 1-peg blocks

5

Attach the legs, lower body,
arms, upper body and head
together.
Optional: Add wiggle eyes
and a construction paper
mouth and your robot is
complete!
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